8 places in
Wellington you
might spot a
Mayoral Candidate

With more bars, restaurants and cafes per capita than New York, it is easy to become
overwhelmed by the vast range of options in the Wellington culinary scene. We have
asked Wellington’s Mayoral Candidates to give us the scoop on their favourite places
around Wellington for meetings, casual catchups and dinner with friends. So next time
you find yourself overcome by the extensive dining options in the Capital, look no
further.

Alana Hepburn
September 2016

Celia Wade-Brown
Favourite Spot: Nikau Cafe.

Justin Lester

Who to take there: Visiting overseas
experts like Gil Penalosa.

Favourite Spot: My favourite spot is
Goldings Free Dive to catch up for a beer
or Havana for dinner.

Why you like it: When my diary is
already full I can do breakfast meetings
close to the office, the food is free range
and delicious and the coffee is excellent.
What time to go: 7:30 am.
What to order: Free range scrambled
eggs on sourdough and two long black
coffees!

Who to take there: I take friends that
are visiting from overseas or out of town.
Why you like it: I love that Goldings
is hidden away in the new Eva/Leeds
precinct, which is colourful and quirky.
Likewise with Havana on Wigan St. Most
people wouldn’t find either if they didn’t
know they were there. Goldings has a
no-smoking policy, really good craft beer
and a relaxed atmosphere where you can
catch up have a good chat with friends.
Havana has great food and one of the
best garden bars in Wellington.
What time to go: Evening.
What to order: At Goldings, any of the
Garage Project or Parrot Dog range. At
Havana, most certainly the pork belly.
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Nicola M J Young
Favourite Spot: Despite living in Te Aro,
which has so many restaurants, I often
head to The Beijing at 164 Riddiford
Street Newtown. My parents, Bill and
Joan Young, discovered it shortly after
it opened 20 years ago, and – although
my parents are now dead – it remains a
family favourite.
Who to take there: I’d take my brother
and three sisters and toast my parents’
long and interesting lives, and their
love of Asian food. He always ordered
its ‘Prawn and Scallop Delight’, unlike
my mother who always liked to try
something different.

WBC Restaurant

Why you like it: It’s Wellington’s only
Mandarin-style restaurant, as most
Chinese restaurants are Cantonese.
Owners Le Zhong and Liu Xin Yin provide
very friendly, family service and Le
Zhong – who was classically trained in
Beijing – does most of the cooking. It’s
a destination restaurant, so I often see
people from the other side of the city.
What time to go: It’s open only for
dinner, five nights a week; it’s closed on
Sundays and Mondays.
What to order: The Beijing’s keynote
dishes: Mandarin-style, boneless Blue
Cod with sweet and sour sauce (originally
made for emperors), and Pork with
Beijing sauce and Pancakes (a dish that’s
been made for over 1000 years).

Helene Ritchie
Favourite Spot: Wellington is my favourite
spot - fab cafes, restaurants-so many it’s
always difficult to choose! We are spoilt in
Wellington. WBC in Victoria St.
Who to take there: The man that I don’t
have- for a romantic tete-a-tete!
Why you like it: It has excellent quality
food, service and ambience-slightly up
market but not over the top and is a “ twin”
of Capitol next to the Embassy.
What time to go: Early evening or a Sunday
night - it’s one of few open on a Sunday.
What to order: I will probably order a
coconut Thai fish...to supplement my
otherwise vegetarian diet.
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Andy Foster
Favourite Spot: So many to choose from! For
me eating is best in a beautiful place, so mine
is a toss-up between Rata Café at Zealandia or
Karaka /St Johns on the Waterfront. I’ll go for
Karaka this time.
Who to take there: My darling wife and
children of course ! It’s also great with
colleagues or friends.
Why you like it: On a typical sunny Wellington
day it is hard to beat sitting out in the sun
with the water in front of me. The waterfront
is the heart of our city and you can just enjoy
the huge range of people and the diversity of
things people can enjoy doing on our wonderful
waterfront, with probably boats and kayaks
in the lagoon as well. Love the bean bags too.
Before or after lunch there’s the chance to enjoy
walking along the waterfront ourselves.
What time to go: Lunchtime for preference.
What to order: Chicken (Hei hei) or Fish (Ika).

Keith Johnson
Favourite Spot: Maranui Cafe on Lyall Parade.
I am very much a regular there and well-known
[possibly even notorious] to manager Bronwyn
Kelly and her wonderful staff of slightly wacky,
quirky, alternative young waiters and waitresses
– whose somewhat ‘knocked-off’ demeanour
matches my own.
Who to take there: I generally go there alone
in my mornings which are largely free as I am a
Surrogate Yummy Mummy looking after 12 and
13 year old sons as needed - while my wonderful
wife toils in the Public Sector Memo Mines.
Reading the paper while having a munch and
a trim flat white is one of my regular delights –
especially after my Personal Training sessions
at the nearby City Fitness Gym on Tuesdays and
Thursdays. I would love to be able to take my
spouse – and if I am elected Mayor, she may
resign her post, giving us more opportunity to
steal an assignation by the tide.
Why you like it: I love the Maranui for its
perfect setting on Wellington’s Wild South
Coast, its mid 20th Century Surf Club decor and
its laid-back atmosphere. It takes me back to my
youth and a gentler and happier world where
competition was for sports and not for life.
What time to go: Mornings are my spot for
brunch. I try to get there early [around ten past
eleven] so that I can get a window or alcove
seat. I have been known to try to buy these
spots and try to on-sell them to hapless tourists
[just kidding].

Maranui Cafe in Lyall Bay
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What to order: BREAKER BAY BEANS $18
[Chorizo & Spicy Black Beans w/ Two Poached
Free Range Eggs & Tortilla Crisps w/ Sour Cream
& Tomato Salsa].

Jo Coughlan

Nick Legget
Favourite Spot: Rata Cafe at Zealandia
Who to take there: Madi, and soon Tane, our
brand new son.
Why you like it: Give Emily some space to
herself amongst our crazy schedule.
What time to go: When they’re feeding the
Takahe – we’re lucky to have such amazing
birds in our city.
What to order: Americano for me & a hot
chocolate for Madi. Tane’s not interested in the
menu just yet.

Favourite Spot: We’re very lucky to live in
a fabulous city with so many great spots to
choose from. I don’t think I could pick one spot!
So I would say it comes down to Ombra, Olive,
Loretta.
Who to take there: I love being able to catch
up with friends and family when I get the time,
so I would definitely say my friends and family.
Why you like it: Wellington is renowned
for its great coffee and its great people so I
would definitely say the coffee and the great
atmosphere of our cafes.
What time to go: I love my coffee as it helps
me get through the day so I would say either
first thing in the morning or at lunch time.
What to order: When it comes to breakfast I
am a big fan of both porridge or eggs so it would
definitely be those two. However if I am popping
out for lunch a nice soup keeps me warm on
these chilly Wellington winter days.
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We welcome your feedback on this article and any enquiries in relation to its contents. This article is intended to provide a summary of
the material covered and does not constitute legal advice. We can provide specialist legal advice on the full range of matters
contained in this article.
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